
AC-10S, AC-10F
Access Control
Clavier à Codes rétro-éclairé 
Türcodemodul 
Control de acceso 
Codeklavier

Surface mount type
Clavier saillie
Aufputztyp
Montaje en superficie
Opbouwmontage

Flush mount type
Clavier encastré
Unterputztyp
Montaje empotrado
Inbouwmontage

FK1376 A  YS0108

INSTALLATION & OPERATION MANUAL
NOTICE D'INSTALLATION ET D'UTILISATION
INSTALLATIONS- UND BEDIENUNGSANLEITUNG
MANUAL DE INSTALACIÓN Y USO
INSTALLATIE & GEBRUIKSHANDLEIDING
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FUNCTIONS SETTING UP
This section explains the settings of each function, including the master code for management, the user code for unlocking, the 
buzzer and the LEDs. 
About the setting mode:
Enter master code twice to switch to the setting mode, and enter the following setting code to perform the settings 
for the desired function. After settings have been made, enter the following setting codes to continue the setting 
operation. Press  to exit the setting mode.

Setting items Allowable setting range Default value Setting code
 Setting the code length

Change the length of the master code and the user code. 
)They both must be the same length.

4, 5, or 6 digits 4 digits

 Setting the master code
Enter a master code using between 4 and 6 digits (alpha or numeric) to 
switch to the setting mode. 

) The number of digits in the code can be set by setting the code length.

1
Valid keys: 0 - 9, A, B

1234

 Setting the code for user group 1
Set the unlocking code for user group 1. 

) The number of digits in the code can be set by setting the code length.

Number of codes: 60
Valid keys: 0 - 9, A, B

-  - 

 Setting the code for user group 2
Set the unlocking code for user group 2. 

) The number of digits in the code can be set by setting the code length.

Number of codes: 40
Valid keys: 0 - 9, A, B

-  - 

 Setting the key illumination time
Set the length of time that the keys will be lit up after they are pressed. 

Illumination time: 10 to 99 
seconds, or continually lit

10 Sec.

 Setting the relay 1 output time
Set the output time of relay 1.

Output time: 1 to 99 
seconds, or latched

3 Sec.

 Setting the relay 2 output time
Set the output time of relay 2.

Output time: 1 to 99 
seconds, or latched

3 Sec.

 Reset Settings
Return all the settings to their default values.

- -

 External output setting
The alarm or security system connected to the terminal of relay 2 will be 
activated when the "Lockout" * or the forced entry* is carried out.   
* "Lockout": Refer to VIII below. *Forced entry: This function is linked with 
the door open/close sensor (N.C.) which is connected to PB2 and C, and 
carried out when opening the door without activating this unit. (For example, 
entry in an improper manner, manual unlock, etc.)

) If there is a way to open the door without activating this unit, such as 
manual unlock, do not make the external output setting for the forced entry.  

· OFF
·  During Lockout 
·  During forced entry output
·  During lockout and forced 

entry output

OFF

 Lockout
If several incorrect access codes are attempted, the code input function is 
disabled for a programmed period of time.

·  When "Lockout" is activated, the LED (Orange) indicator and the keypad 
blink, and the buzzer sounds for 3 seconds. This is just a sound to inform 
you that the function has been activated. It is not a warning sound. If you 
want a warning to be sounded, please use the external output function to 
activate a commercially-available alarm device.

· The unlock function will work when the request to exit/entry button is 
pushed, even while the "Lockout" function is operating.

ON/OFF
Invalid number of times:  
10 to 99 times
Invalid time:  
10 to 99 seconds

OFF

 Auto-relock (Anti-tailgate)
After the door has been linked to the door open/close sensor (N/C), and 
unlocked, it will relock itself one second after being closed, thus preventing 
the entry of an unauthorized third party. )1

ON/OFF OFF

 Timer-linked unlocking setting
The system can be set to unlock the door by pressing the  key within 
the set time and linking it to the external timer (N/O). The operations for the 
LEDs and the buzzer after unlocking are the same as those used to perform 
user code unlocking. When the door is linked to the timer, unlocking can be 
performed using the user code and the request to exit/entry button. When 
latch output is performed for the relay settings, the relay turns ON/OFF 
every time the  key is pressed.

Linked relay: relay 1
relay 2
relay 1 and 2

0 key illumination: ON/OFF

Linked relay: relay 1

0 key illumination: OFF

 Operation tone settings
Set the tone heard when the keypad is being used to ON/OFF.

ON/OFF ON

• The setting can be saved even when the power is off. 
• The system cannot be switched to the setting mode while the relay is unlocked.
• When the setting mode has been activated and no operations are performed for approximately 120 seconds, the system 

will exit the setting mode. (If a key is pressed during that time, the timer will start over.)
• Neither the request to exit/entry button nor the timer-linked unlocking  key can be operated, and unlocking using the 

user code cannot be performed while the setting mode is activated.
• The volume (the check tone, operation tone, etc.) from the main unit may become lower according to the mounting status.

1 : When the auto-relock is used, the request to exit/entry button for relay 2 cannot be used. The output of relay 2 is 
only possible when user code unlocking is performed.










